
Company Profile



Begaana Pictures, is a production brainchild of a few film geniuses aiming to recreate the magic of story-
telling. Begaana Pictures is an integrated media �rm which is not only limited to film making but also di-
versifies into creative writing, graphic designing, creative photography, creating content for advertise-
ment purpose and its other ancillary services.

The team is an interesting mix of media, engineer and önance professionals. While this seems to be
diverse and almost conøicting, what keeps them together is one dream- to create storytelling into an
experience for audience in all spaces. Begaana Pictures believes that storytelling is a lost art and the 
team’s passion to create meaningful content is unmatched.

Begaana Pictures started with living a dream and bringing to its audience quality content. The aim  is as 
simple as disrupting the current cluttered online content ecosystem. 

“If you can film an idea in your mind, follow that film idea shot for shot, scene for 
scene, that idea is worth making.” 
― Craig Mapp

We are Begaana



The Team

Shoyeb Shaikh
Co -Founder, A/V Head

Rahul Kotha
COO

Nikhil Tiwari
Legal & Finance

Husnul Shaikh
Project Lead

Nikhil Tiwari, a Chartered Ac-
countant, acts the backbone 
and reality check for the team.

Every team needs that one 
go-getter who has the magic 
wand.you can always count 
on this man to have a smile 
on his face and dive in head 
�rst

An expressionist with a million 
stories to tell, a heart of gold 
and condence like no other, 
Shoyeb is a multi-tasker

Her magic brush makes every-
thing look more appealing and 
aesthetically inspiring. The 
graphic designer-creator of the 
group, her works of art can 
make gloomy Mondays seem 
like a big weekend party. 

Unnikrishnan Nair
Founder, CEO

Spearheaded, a born leader, 
makes the most boring words 
on paper become exciting 
thrillers coming from his mouth.



They Trust Us



Hear what they have to say

"Having worked with several video 
teams in the past, including established 
publications, working with Begaana was 
like a dream. Unni and team have a 
'never say no' attitude. From conceptu-
alisation of the video to execution and 
timely delivery, Begaana are extremely 
professional and creative. Had a great 
time collaborating with them on various 
projects for Amazon Devices (Alexa) 
and Amazon Operations. 10/10 would 
recommend them " 

"It was absolutely amazing working with 
Unnikrishnan Nair. Not only we had a 
blast while shooting but, we also tried 
our best to use whatever resources we 
had to the fullest. Unnikrishnan’s creativ-
ity, drive and passion is commendable 
and even though we had short period 
of time to shoot the dance video, we 
made it happen. I personally would ab-
solutely love to work with him in future 
and I wish him a bright future!"

"It was absolutely amazing working with 
Unnikrishnan Nair. Not only we had a 
blast while shooting but, we also tried 
our best to use whatever resources we 
had to the fullest. Unnikrishnan’s creativ-
ity, drive and passion is commendable 
and even though we had short period 
of time to shoot the dance video, we 
made it happen. I personally would ab-
solutely love to work with him in future 
and I wish him a bright future!"

"I have worked with a lot of production 
houses in the last few years. But some 
experiences stand out like the one with 
Begaana pictures. They made me com-
fortable and more importantly ensured 
my son (who wasn’t very cooperative 
initially ) feels comfortable. By the end 
of the shoot, my son was having a lot of 
fun while shooting. The fun aside, it was 
also very professional as all the recce 
was complete to ensure we don’t 
spend any extra time. All in all, it was a 
great pleasure to work with them."

Nisha Chandrasekaran
Consultant, Weber Shandwick India

Akshita Nigam
creative and executive director,
Festvents India

Naveli Deshmukh
Former Miss India runner up, Model

Anupriya Kapur
Mommy/ Fitness Blogger
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Our Services

Promotional Videos
Product Videos
Animation Videos
Explainer Videos
Advertisements

Feature Films
Web Series
TV Series
Short Films
Reality Content

Commercial
Videos

Creative
Videos



Connect with Us

Contact

Lets Chat over a tea, coffee or something stronger!

Unnikrishnan Nair 
Founder & CEO

Rahul Kotha 
COO

8237868223 

www.begaanapictures.com /begaanapicures

begaana.unninair@gmail.com
9689988688
begaana.rahulkotha@gmail.com


